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New Slavery Age 

Slavery of Eyzidi Women and Girls under ISIS  

 
Review:  

 
According to recent data that collected by Eyzidi Organization for 

Documentation on conditions of religious and ethnic minorities in the Republic of 

Iraq, revealed that domination and attacks of ISIS groups on vast areas at Ninwa 

Plains, Sinjar District, and Teleafer, is considered as Genocides
1
. 

 

This report is focused only on Eyzidi community at Iraq, because Eyzidi 

groups have subjected to brutal human right violations on the hands of ISIS fighters, 

particularly Sinja
2
 

r District at Mousel on the third of August, 2014. Their properties were looted, and 

their families were either killed or kidnapped by members of the ISIS group, not to 

mention that other Eyzidi groups were either forced to flee their homes toward Syrian 

borders or to Sinjar Mountain.  

 

Moreover, the data from the Eyzidi’s Affairs Directorate at the Ministry of 

Religious Affairs at Kurdistan Regional Government / Kidnapped and Lost Affairs 

office at Duhok stated that the total number of kidnapped males and females have 

reched (6404). The number of kidnapped females only is (3538), while the number of 

kidnapped males is (2866). The total number of Eyzidi victims who were being saved 

from ISIS hands is (2640),some of them are women and girls and their number is 

(953), while others are men and their number is (328)and the rest are children, some 

of them were females and their number is (675), while the number of male children is 

(684). It is worth mentioning that there are other Eyzidis victimes still in hand of ISIS 

and their total number is (3770).  

on the other hand reports of local and international organizations revealed
3
 

that Eyzidi groups have gone through are a genocide and crimes against humanity. 

However, the decision is not ratified yet by Security Council of the United Nation. 

 

According to data that was collected from women and girls who were victims 

of ISIS attacks, Eyzidi women and girls have suffered from flagrant attacks, many of 

                                                           
1
- According to UNAMI reports, Human rights at Iraq have retreated dramatically between 1 of May 

and 31st of October 2015 after rising up the number of injuries which reached 55047 civilian, 18802 

were murdered, and 36245 were injured. 
2
-women's rights are not progressing either; the reports below have revealed that women and girls have 

suffered from sexual slavery and brutal human right violation particularly among non-Muslim religious 

minorities. 
3
- Based on the decision of the ministers counsel in the 12th session for 2015 and dated on the 24 of 

March 2015.  
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them were being captivated and suffered from rape and assault by ISIS groups, adding 

to that sexual slavery, coerced marriage, as well as forced change of religion, and 

enslavement in slavery markets.  

  

Background:  
 

This report is an explanatory report that provides a lot of data which was 

collected by activists of  Eyzidi Organization for Documentation. The method of data 

collection was qualitative through field work and interviews with victims of ISIS 

genocides. The Eyzidi Organization has conducted a lot of interviews with these 

women to document violation of their human rights. And this report manifests the 

crimes that were practiced against these women and girls in the frame of slavery. And 

these violations can be considered as severe violations of human rights which can be 

categorized as genocide and crimes against humanity under armed conflict at the 

Republic of Iraq. 

 

This report explains violence levels and brutal attacks which have harmed 

women and girls, under what is known as Islamic state in Iraq and Syria(ISIS) during 

armed conflicts at the Republic of Iraq. 

 

The mission of documenting cases of Eyzidi women have been extremely 

challenging because many of them where traumatized and suffered from harm and 

pressure which they have lived under it during time of ISIS control, Also the cultural 

view of society against victims of sexual abuse have made it difficult for victims of 

ISIS to make confessions about physical and psychological abuse which they have 

experienced at that time. 

 

 

This report has three main pillars: The First Pillar is Description of violations. 

The second pillar is legal situation according to International standards and local laws 

at Iraq and Kurdistan region. The Third Pillar is Recommendations  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The First Pillar: The Narration of violations in words of 

victims  
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1-Kidnapping and Coerced Movement:                               
ISIS fighters had kidnapped thousands of girls, children, and women when they 

controlled Sinjar area on the 3rd of August 2014. They arrested many women, 

children, girls and men from all age categories at public places such as schools, 

governmental institution ions and imprisoned them for long days under in human 

conditions. Then the ISIS fighters started separating women from children and men. A 

twenty-seven years old survivor from South Sinjar area stated
4
. 

" When ISIS fighters arrested me with my family, they led us toward Badoosh 

prison, and we stayed at the prison for seven days, then ISIS fighters bring us back to 

Talafer, and separate me from the family. 

Another Victim 20 year’s old single from Sinjar district, Telqasab mentioned  

“On the 3rd of August, ISIS fighters have captured me with the family, and they 

separate men from women, and gathered me with my sister and female cousin. Then, 

they moved us to Baja area and imprisoned us with other Eyzidi females. The next 

day, they forced all of us to be Muslim by force, then they moved us to Talafer school 

and Badoosh Prison
5
 where we remain for eight days, and the number of captivated 

female where between 200 -160 women some of them were girls, others were 

pregnant,and the rest are children. 

 

 
An image of google earth for badoosh prison after ISIS control over mousle 

ISIS fighters purposefully have separated elder women from young women 

moreover, then they separate virgins from married women. One of the victims which 

was only 30 years old from Kojo village stated : "at Talafer city. ISIS fighters forced 

                                                           
4
-All the names of the victims have remained anonymous to protect conditionality of the victims.  

5
-Badoosh prison lie at Mosel Province, it was a correctional facility then it was controlled by ISIS 

fighters after the fall of Mosel in the hands of ISIS fighters. 
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us to get on cars that went to Syria on December 2014 then they put us in a farm, the 

number of people at the farm was approximately 500 person including males and 

females. Then again they separate virgins from married women. Moreover, they asked 

us to take off our clothes so they can check our bodies and if they find what they like 

in a women, they take her as captive (sabaya)". 

Another victim who 25 years old from Kojo village mention: "ISIS control our 

village on the 15 th of august 2014 and when we refused to be Muslims, they collect 

as at the school of the village, and separate men from women, and took our gold, 

mobile phones, and money. We only hear the sound of shots when they took our men. 

And they moved women, children, and girls to Soolag area, they did not give us any 

food or water, and we stayed at Soolag from 12:00 pm to 1:00 am. And then, they 

separate virgins from married women and took virgins to Mosel. At Mosel, they told 

us to be Muslims, and during our stay. ISIS men were taking any young girl they want 

and abuse her. Then, we were taken to Syria in to buses and our total number was 

about 100 girls, including 11years girls. They bring us to shadadya hall at Raqa city. 

At this location we found other Eyzidi girls, and they use this location as a place to 

sell virgins and every day a man come to buy any girl he want.     

 

 

 

 

 
A google earth image for shadadeya hall at Raqa which belongs to Syrian army camp then it 

was controlled by ISIS. 

 

Another victim 32 years old, mentioned that  "When ISIS fighters captivated 

us near the mountain turnings, they bring us to Sinjar, and they killed a person from 

Kojo village near Sinjar Hall. And from Sinjar, ISIS fighters took us back to Badoosh 
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prison and then to Mousel.  Under force, they forced us to move from one place to 

another. " 

Another victim (28 years old, single, Sinjar, Kojo village) added “All women 

were taken to Solange area. I was taken by ISIS fighters along with my three sisters 

and mother as well as grandmother. Their ages were 10 -14- and 20 respectively while 

my mother 42 years old and grandmother 82 years old. When ISI captivated us, they 

separated virgins from married women. The separation was based on age category, 

and they move virgin females to buses that go to Mousel. This when I was separated 

from my mother and grandmother, and when we arrive at Mousel, ISIS fighters put us 

at the big house which apparently belonged to a Christian family. At this house, ISIS 

fighters kept Eyzidi girls captivated. They next day, ISIS commander took 17 and 18 

years old girls who were beautiful. And the rest were transported by bus to Raqa area 

at Syria. They put 57 girls on the bus. It is worth mentioning that many girls have 

fainted because of hunger and thirstiness." 

 

2- Rape Crimes: 
The Extremist Islamic State of Iraq and Syria has continued their brutal 

practices against women through raping and assaulting them.  ISIS fighters have 

forced females to accept rape. And above all that, they videotaped their rape crime to 

seduce their friends to buy Eyzidi women and girls. And our organization has 

documented thousands of stories for victims who liberated from captivation. Among 

the stories, a story of one of the victims who was 31 years old, she elaborated:  
“The ISIS fighters have raped us by force, and they took our pictures and sent 

it to their friends, and if their friends like the pictures, they take us by force to rape us. 

They take me with my sister to Rabeea area, and they brought us back to Talafer 

where we remained for five days. After that, they separate me from my sister and send 

me back to Rabeea. After that, I escaped with my friends who were residents of 

Karuzaur village, south of Sinjar village. And we asked the help of Arabic family to 

protect us. They agreed to help us until we have reached Syrian borders and my 

brother pay them 600$ for helping us. The fear and terror have prevailed among 

women and girls because of ISIS fighters’ brutal practices to force girls making sex 

with them; have led many girls to commit suicide by cutting their arteries or throwing 

their selves from the roof, and burning themselves fearing being sexually abused by 

ISIS fighters.   

 

 Another victim who was 25 years old, single from Kojo village stated:  

“Every day, a man comes to choose girls who want to buy, they were raping the 

beautiful girls and send them back to hall, and ISIS commander who was responsible 

for the hall rape a girl at the forest and bring her back to hall, there was a girl who 

broke her leg to prevent them from raping her. Another girl was aged 17 years old 

was raped by seventy years old man at the hall.  

 

  A 31 years old female stated that “being captivated at Sinjar, we were 

transferred to Mousel and stayed there for seven days. The situation was very 

catastrophic, and we were about three thousand people including male and female, we 

were near Mousel dam, then they said that the airplane would attack this place, and 
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moved us to Mousel. They were practicing violence against girls to slave them 

sexually by force. 

 

 Moreover, a 31 years old victim added  " Despite being servants, ISIS fighters 

were sexually abusing me too " another victim 30 years old victim mentioned that 

sometimes ISIS fighters randomly pick girls from the hall to sexually abuse them and 

send them back to hall. An Egyptian ISIS fighter took my cousin to rape her for one 

day, and he returned her in the next day. The girls were talking about the rape of more 

than one man in the day. And the hitting marks where all over their bodies.  Another 

29 years old, Eyzdi girl mentioned to the Eyzidi organization that one of ISIS fighters 

who was from Saudi Arabia sold us to another ISIS fighters who were from Jordan. 

The second one used as servants in his farm, and many times they hit us to force us to 

make sex with them. And one time I took the knife to kill myself to let him know that 

I will kill myself if he insisted on that and he became angry and start hitting me badly 

despite the fact that he has a wife and children in Jordan.” 

 

Also, a 28 years old single girl from Kojo village Sinjar, mentioned that I tried 

to escape, but ISIS fighters caught me and moved me to Tal Abaiydh where I found 

my cousin and eighteen years old female. And they keep harassing us until they 

brought to us some known us the doctor and he gave us a medicine by force, this 

where we passed out. After that, I woke up, and I could not find my cousin or her 

friend. Then I realized that I was raped by someone and took me to his house to serve 

his wife. We did not have a bath for 25 days, and they were hitting us badly all the 

time because we refuse to go to the buyer who buys us. 

 

 

3- Selling and Endowing Girls 

 
Women and girls treated as assets based on the ideology of ISIS fighters. And 

this practice was very prevalent among ISIS fighters against Eyzidi girls who 

kidnapped from Sinjar area.  

A 30 years old female mentioned that:“When ISIS fighters kidnaped me, they took me 

to Kaser Almuhrab village, Qael village, and then Galagcy hall
6
   at Mousel. They 

started selling us at Mousel and the price of the girl if it was beautiful and virgin, their 

price might reach five million Iraqi dinars, and the price is changing if she was a 

pregnant, married, has children. I still remember when there were aged women, and 

they say that no one will buy her even if it was one hundred thousand Iraqi dinars, and 

I have heard others say that it is not even worth the price of four beer bottles.  

                                                           
6
 The galaxy hall for weddings located in the south of the city of mosul in the forest area.    
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A google earth image for Galaxy hall, the largest location for detention of Eyzidi women and girls.  

 

 

Another victim aged 44 years old from Sinjar city stated that: “After spending 

five months moving between Keser  al Mahrab area, talafer, and Mousel, ISIS fighters 

took me to Syrian Reqa and stayed at it for 24 days. Then we were distributed on the 

ISIS locations; every four women stayed at an ISIS location. We stayed at the location 

for 12 days and then someone buys me, then he wanted to sell me but no one wanted 

to buy me because I have a child with me.” 

 

 
A google earth image of Tabaqa Airport which belongs to Syrian Army, the ISIS control it. 
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Another victim who was 30 years old of age from Kojo village, she added that 

I was taken to their injury camp where many of fighters come to examine women for 

the purpose of buying them. One night a man come and looks for me, and when he 

found me, he took me to communication location which was at Tabaq airport¹ in 

Syria. At the location there were six men, they all owe me, 3 of them were Russians 

and rest were Syrians. I realized later I that I belong to the commander Abu Emad 

who endowed me to the commander of communication. 

 

Another victim who were 30 years old, mentioned  

“I was captivated on the 3rd of A, and August, 2014, at Sinjar, along with my family 

which consisted of my mother, brothers, two sisters, and my sister in law. They took 

all that we have including all money, gold, mobiles. Then they separate men from 

women; they killed our men, while women were being transferred by ISIS buses to 

Soolag and Talafer. They kept us for seven-day with no water, no food, and 

bathrooms. Then, they transport us to Badoosh prison. At the prison, they separate 

virgins from married women .Then; they were transformed to Mousel and stayed with 

kidnapped girls in a closed room for two days. Then, they moved us to Raqa, and they 

put us in a hall which was only space for selling virgin girls.  

Every day men of all ages come to buy virgin girls and between 5 and seven girls 

were sold every day. 

 

And the violation was not limited to buying and purchasing women, but it also 

extends to make the lottery for selection and distribution women on fighters. Also, 

women were endowed with gifts from one ISIS commander to another to celebrate 

their victory in some situations.  A twenty years old female from Sinjar Telqasab 

mentioned: “I was transported to Mousel, and in the next morning, ISIS commander 

came to the room, and they separate the beautiful girls from the rest of us. And they 

moved about 75 girls to Syria including my little sister while they kept me at Mousel, 

and they asked us to wash. I still remember when another twenty years old girl killed 

herself fearing being raped. And they bring us back to Sinjar and ISIS fighters did the 

lottery on us and some ISIS fighters at Wardeya win the lottery and I become his 

share with my cousin. I was not alone; there were other four girls at the room and they 

imprison us for two months.” 

 

Another Girl from Kojo village she was thirty years old added that: “When 

ISIS fighters evacuated the farm at Raqa in Syria, they separate women into groups 

consisted of 3-5. I remained with the last group which consisted of 6 women who 

were from Hardan village. Then they took us to Tabaqa after walking on feet for long 

hours. And we reached tunnel under the earth and they forced us to go inside it. Then 

they imprisoned us in a room under the earth. Then one of ISIS commanders come to 

the room and takes us out the room after ten days. Then they did a lottery, and the one 

who won the lottery was not attended. 

 

 

 

4- Human Trafficking: 
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The Eyzidi organization for documentation have registered many cases of human 

trafficking, where Eyzidi girls and women were subjected to trafficking for the 

purpose of sexual exploitation, enslavement, and forced labor. 

 

A statement of a victim who was 32 years old added:  "When I was captivated 

near the mountain turnings, ISIS fighters brought us to Sinjar district, and then they 

killed a man from Kojo village near Sinjar Hall. And from Sinjar, We were taken to 

Badoosh Prison and then we were transported to Mousel. We moved under the threat 

of weapons and then, we moved to Talafer, then separate us and bring us back to 

Mousel prison. At the prison, we stayed for one month, where they practiced, all the 

kind of brutal abuses.”.  

 

  Another victim who was 31 years old stated “after being captivated at Sinjar; 

ISIS fighters took us to Mousel, and we were about three thousand men and women 

near Mousel dam. They did the most brutal action on earth; they use violence and 

abuse on teenage girls and practice sex with them by force. I was transferred with my 

sister, and a friend of mine to Rabeea by ISIS fighters and they took us back to 

Talafer. We stayed at Talafer for five days and then, they separate us and sent me 

back to Rabeea to give me for another person, but I managed to escape from their 

hands." 

 

  Another victim who was 26 years old mentioned: “After killing all men by 

guns,  they took all female teenagers till 5:00 pm, and we were being transported by 

groups to Soolag area. We stayed one night at Soolag, and then they took another 

group of men and women. They took all men to Talafer and elder women to another 

place which I did not know about. But they said the place would be air conditioned. 

And then I did not know what happen to my husband since then; I do not if he got 

killed or detained.  

 

International report¹ revealed that forced mobility is a step of human 

trafficking, but the forced mobility of Eyzidi girls and children was for the purpose of 

controlling the groups and fearing from the airplanes attacks, and trafficking women 

and children.  

 

The selling and purchasing of women and young girls was not limited within 

internal borders or through endowments that were practiced by ISIS barbarian groups. 

The Eyazidi organization for documentation has documented selling women and 

children out the international borders which are considered a human trafficking.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Eyzidi Organization for documentation has revealed that the selling and 

purchasing captivated women have become an international purchase that is out Iraq 
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and Syria. Selling Eyzidi women internationally is conducted through special dealers 

who are familiar with ISIS fighters. According to statement of girls who were taken to 

Syria mentioned that met other Syrian girls who were detained with them and mention 

that they might be trafficked to Athrebejan  based on statement of a 27 years old 

female who mention that one her friends was being trafficked to Atherbejan, because 

the man who bought her was from Atherbejan. This refers to the fact that there are 

secret canals for trafficking women internationally.  

 

 

5- Sexual exploitation  
All the practices of ISIS fighters have been connected with selling and slaving 

women and Eyzidi girls for the purpose of sexual abuses. Many men could rape a 

woman. And in many times, they order women to make sex with their friends. And 

sometimes more than one man can make sex with the same women so she might be 

considered a shared property.  According to statements of 30-year-old victim 

mentioned that more than one buys her and one time she was the share of ISIS 

commander after a fight that happened between six of them. They exploited her in a 

brutal way.   

Another victim who was 20 years old mentioned: “When I was captivated by 

ISIS fighters, They Separate virgins from married girls, then they separated another 

35 girls, I was one of them and distribute us among them, I was the share of ISIS 

fighter known as Abu Batar, who took me to a hotel and raped me , and then his four 

body guards raped me too. Then he took me to his house and treated me as servants. 

Not only he abuses me, but his wife and children were beating me. He was sleeping 

with me twice every week. I stayed at his house for three months. I tried to escape 

many times but they took me to the commander, and he hit me with cable for one hour 

then brought me back to him. Then I was sold to Abu Khatab, who took me to his 

location which was filled by ISIS fighters and I was served them and them also 

sexually exploited me for another three months. I tried to escape but they sold me to 

Abu Mansoor who transported me to Alhamdaneya city, and I was raped by the last 

one and another twenty man.”  

 

 

6- Forced Labor  

 
The Eyzidi organization for documentation has documented many cases where 

Eyzidi girls were forced to work under the use of force. 

ISIS has used all forms of forced labor under the use of threat and weapon.  

A thirty years old girl mentioned: “I was sold more than once, and I was the share of 

ISIS commander who treated me as a slave, I was serving at his house, and his wife 

was treating me badly, I was her servant too and working with her like torture, she 

was carpet in winter. She kept me in a cold place with me child, and I was forced to 

do whatever she wants asking me to make coffee in the middle of the night, and 

forced me to wash.” 

Another victim who was a 25 five years from Kojo village mentioned  
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“I was transported to Raqa at Syria, and I was sold with my friend to a man from 

Kazakhstan, Who had a hotel and used us to work at it for 15 days. Then he brought 

us back to his house at Alshadadiya to work there. But he endowed my friend to one 

of his friend who was also from Kazakhstan too. And he forced me to change my 

religion and read Quran, and he married me by force, and I stayed with him as a wife 

for seven months. And he forced me to dig a tunnel under the earth by myself alone to 

be as a shelter from airplanes attack.” 

 

 

7- Deprivation of the Basic Living Needs 
 

Despite the fact that ISIS have imprisoned Eyzidi women and children in 

isolated areas for days and months, but they insisted on depriving women of the basic 

needs of living.To elaborate a 26 years old victim mentioned:“ISIS fighters have 

exploited me with my friends. Moreover, they used as slaves to work on farms in the 

morning which they controlled it. Without any consideration for us as women, they 

did not allow us to wash ourselves, and we had lice, and when I gave birth to my child 

while I was working at the location of ISIS fighters at Shedadiya location, they did 

not take me to any hospital or clinic. Luckily, I was surrounded by Eyazidi women 

who helped me after long and an exhausted day of work at the farm. “ 

And the same victim added, “any women who wanted to escape and ISIS fighters 

catch her; they torture her by hitting them with cables until all her skin become a blue 

of hitting.” 

A 14 years old girl who was detained with us, and she come from Telqasab 

village, still detained in Syria, they wanted to hang her in the ceiling and hit her very 

badly to a degree that she lost her hair and became bold of the hitting by her owner on 

the head.  

 

Another 25 years old victim who was virgin from Kojo village mentioned:" 

ISIS fighters treated us harshly, we slept on the ground and drank hot water in 

summer, and they gave us only one meal a day and only one toilet that is shared by 

100 girls at detention hall. “ 

 

Another 30 years old victim from Kojo village mentioned:“I asked them to 

give me milk and water for my newborn baby who was only six months, and they said 

to me that it was not their problem.”   

Another victim who was 20 years old of age mentioned:“I was transported 

from a school at Talafer, then to Badoosh prison where we stayed for eight days, and 

the number of detainees was between 160 and 200 individual including women, 

children, and girls. The hall was crowded, and the weather was hot, we get only one 

meal a day. “ 

 

It is worth mentioning that selling captivated Eyzidi women by ISIS fighters 

was conducted for the purpose of gaining funds for individuals and the money did not 

go for the Islamic state directly. 
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A 25 years old victim mentioned:“I was bought by a man who mentioned to 

me that he wanted to buy me from another one and took me to his house.  At his 

house he mentioned to me that he wanted to sell me back to my family, so he called 

my family and asked them to pay 15000 $, and the smuggler wanted another 3000 $, 

in the end, he got his money and returned me to my family at Kurdistan region of 

Iraq.” 

 

According to the findings of our organizations, that the price for selling 

women as slaves is less than the price of selling women to their families. Also, ISIS 

groups have forced pregnant women to move under the threat of a weapon to sell 

them to other ISIS members which can be considered as another form of human 

trafficking. Many victims mentioned that they were being beaten by ISIS members 

when they were pregnant to force them to move to Raqa or Mousel.   

A victim who was 21 years old mention: “When I was captivated by ISIS 

fighters, I was pregnant, and they transferred us from Sinjar to Raqa at Syria, and 

imprisoned me in a house at an area known as Usaiba. We stayed there for twenty 

days, then they bring us back to Rawa area, and I gave birth to my baby at Rawa. 

Then, they moved us to Raqa, they were just selling us for the purpose of selling and 

exploited us physically and sexually. , I stayed four months at Raqa then I managed to 

escape.”  

 

A thirty years old girl mentioned that "I was sold more than once, and I was 

the share of ISIS commander who treated me as slave , I was serving at his house, and 

his wife was treating me badly , I was her servant too, working with her was like 

torture, she forced me to wash carpet in winter, and many times waked me up in the 

middle of night just to make her coffee annoy me, she also kept me in cold rooms 

with my baby and I was forced to do whatever she wants.” 

 

 

8- Imprisonment under Inhuman Conditions 

 
 ISIS has purposefully imprisoned Eyzidi girls and women who did not obey them or 

tried to escape from the imprisonment. Moreover, they put them in a place that lake 

the basic human living needs.  

According to a statement of 36 years old female stated: “When I tried to escape with 

my girl, ISIS fighters caught me and imprisoned us for thirteen days as punishment 

for trying to escape from prison. They put us in a dark room. Then A man who was 

from Saudi Arabia bought me and took us to Hames; then he sold me to a young man, 

and the young man brought me back to Raqa. The last one took my child away and 

sold me back to another person. I stayed at the location of ISIS fighters for six days. 

At the prison, there was Kurdish guard who speaks Surani accent who was sleeping in 

a room, and I was sleeping with my child in the other room, after days, I managed to 

escape to a near house which was near ISIS location. I asked for their help, and I 

managed to call my family to find smuggler to help us escape.”  
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another victim stated: " When we were at the prison of ISIS fighters, they used to give 

one meal a day or twice, and we did not eat because of the fear from guards who were 

watching us while we eat. We slept on the ground in hot weather, and many girls 

fainted out and diseases have spread among us. They forced us to read Quran and 

pray. And there were many attempts of women to kill themselves by using hot water 

or throwing herself from the roof. And we were forced to wear a face or body cover or 

khamar which cover the whole body and colored with black.” 

  

A victim who was 28 years old of age and virgin mentioned “ISIS fighters 

imprisoned us in a big hall inside the Mousel forest which was guarded by armed men 

and there were about 130 girls in the room. They give us only one meal at 6: pm. The 

weather was hot, and many girls go to the side rooms of the hall because inside the 

hall was only for selling virgin. Men of different ages come to the room and buy girls. 

We slept on the ground no blankets or pillows. I stayed with my sisters and cousins as 

the last 23 girls after selling all girls. This is where Suadi man come to buy me, and I 

asked him to bring my sisters with me, but he hit me and broke my leg, this is where 

they put me inside the car, and I found another girl inside the car, and I saw the Saudi 

man pay my price with  US dollars. Then he took me to his house and sold me to 

another man and the new buyers took me an empty house where only two men lived 

inside, and they wanted me to clean the house, and my leg was broken. Then they 

ordered me to take a bath and I refused and they wanted me to be Muslim but I 

refused, and the house has two floors. One of the men shared the room with me and 

the second one slept in another room. “ 

 

 

9- Changing religion by Force 

  
Although ISIS was dealing with Eyzidi girl and women as slaves according to 

their ideology and official statements, they forced  Eyzidi girls and women to change 

their religion by force to Islam. 

A victim who was 25 years old stated: “Besides ISIS fighter’s brutal treatment 

against us, they were fighting for us because we did not read Quran. We were 

justifying not reading Quran by saying that we do not know who to read Quran. But 

they were telling us if you become Muslim, we will let you go or help you getting 

married to our men. Another victim mentioned even if we pretend to be Muslims, they 

used to tell us that we are unbeliever, and they said you would be a believer if get 

married to one of ISIS men.” 

A 28 years old victim who was from Kojo village stated:“When ISIS fighters 

arrested us with my family, they ordered us to change our religion, and when we 

refused, they took away all our money, gold, and mobiles. And gathered us at a 

school, then they separate men from women and took men to remote areas, this where 

we heard the sound of shots. And my brother who was 16 years old, come back and 

he told us that ISIS fighters had killed the men but and they did not kill him because 

he looked very young.” 
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10- Forced Marriage: 
 

Many Eyzidi and girls victims mentioned that they were forced to get married 

under the threat of weapons. One of the victims who was 27 years old mentioned that 

when she was captivated by ISIS fighters, they took her to the Syrian land and 

gathered all women in a big stadium where every ISIS commander come and take ten 

women to his ISIS location. Once a time, she tried to escape, and they caught her with 

her cousin, then they took me to Manbaj and separated between her and her cousin. 

They told her that she has two options either getting married to an ISIS fighter or 

being imprisoned. She told them that she would not get married, and she stayed with 

her baby child for two months and a half at the prison. Another ten women were in the 

room. At the prison, She has seen their brutal treatment with women including forced 

marriage, taking children away from their mothers, and they physiological war by 

showing to the women a video that has sounds and pictures of women who were also 

captivated by ISIS fighters, but she told them that she only care for me.  

 

It is worth mentioning that ISIS fighters do not allow the marriage of married Azeedi 

women unless they became Muslim and completed their first period, while single 

women can be sexually used directly. 

 

 

11-Violance, Abasement, and terror 
  

All Eyzidi girls and women have suffered from violence, terror, and 

abasement by ISIS fighters to make them surrender to them and obey them by using 

threats and weapons.  

 

One of the victims who were 26 years old mentioned: "Any women or girls, 

who try to escape and fail, suffer the most brutal treatment from them. A friend of 

mine told me that one of her colleagues have tried to escape, and they hit her till all 

her body become blue, and she was only fourteen years old, and still detained in 

Syria. She further elaborated to me that they hanged her to the roof and signs of the 

hitting covered all over her body and she looked bold because of hitting on the head.” 

 

Another victim who was a 20 years old mentioned: "I was sold to Abu Duha, 

who took to his house as a servant. I stayed with them for eight months. Once a time 

he hit me harshly, and I was vomiting blood clots for three days because he did not 

like my behavior while he has guests. He was raping me whenever he wants, and he 

forced me to take bills against pregnancy. , then I managed to escape, and smugglers 

sold me to my family with 7500 $, through one year and two months many men raped 

me, and I they sold four times.”  
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The second victim who was 32 years old described that she suffered from 

brutal treatment when she was in the hands of ISIS fighters, she stated " One a time, I 

got very sick and I could not talk or stand for two months because they hit me on my 

back with cables when I refused that my sister goes one of them " She further 

elaborated  

 

“I was sold to an old man, along with another girl from Kojo village, we 

stayed with him for 15 days, and when we tried to escape, they hit us with a cane till 

our body became blue. And they were raping us whatever they want, and give us a 

little food, and forced me to change my religion. “ 

It is worth mentioning that ISIS fighters not only have used violence, but they also 

insulted or abused Azeedi women and girls by degrading their religion and ethnicity 

for the purpose of exploiting them sexually. 

 

 

 

The Second Pillar: - Legal Situation of the Crime against 

Eyzidi Girls and Women 

 

First: Identification and Description of Violations:- 

 

After attacking Eyzidi areas in 2014 by ISIS fighters, the violations that were 

practiced against Eyzidi girls and women by ISIS fighters have differed in type and 

degree according to reports and statement of victims which was taken by Eyzidi 

organization of documentation and this can brief in the following:  

1- Mass kidnapping of women, girls, and children and transferring them under use of 

force to other places that are out Iraq. 

2- Selling, buying and endowing not only women and girls but also children. 

3- Forced sexual practices, or raping women and girls,  

4- Controlling the freedom of women and girls by imprisonment of women, girls, 

and children under inhuman detention condition. 

5- Kidnapping and taking away children from their mothers as a form of punishment 

to mother’s attempts to escape. 

6- Isolating and killing elder women.  

7- Not only forcing kidnapped individuals to change their religion to Islam and the 

Islamic rituals by force such as praying and reading Quran.  

8- Forcing kidnapped women and girls to get married to ISIS fighters by force and 

use of threat. 

9- Violence, torture, and humiliation of kidnapped women and girls  

10- No provision of food and water for the kidnapped women and children.  

11- Prohibiting the use of bathrooms for kidnapped individuals. 

12- Preclusion the access of decent medical services for the kidnapped individuals 

such as women and children particularly for pregnant women. 

13- Forced labor at ISIS fighters’ farm for women and girls who were kidnapped by 

them. 
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14- Brutal treatment and in decent work conditions for kidnapped women and girls 

who work as a servant in the houses of ISIS fighters. 

15- Raping Eyzidi girls and women by more than one person 

16- Stealing and looting the property of victims by ISIS fighters  

 

 

Secondly: International Legal Situation of ISIS crimes 

Against Azeedi Girls and Women: 
 

The international legal situation of ISIS crimes against Eyzidi women and girls are 

considered as genocides, and crimes against humanity, war crimes, forced labor 

crimes, as well as human trafficking crimes. 

 

1-Genocides
7
:  

A- Genocides by killing members of Eyzidi Groups: 
ISIS have isolated elder women and killed them, and this is considered as genocides 

according to article (6) item an of the international criminal court system and 

according to article (3) item A from the convention to prevent committin¹g genocide 

because kidnapped individuals were part of specific religious group, and what justify 

this all brutal attacks that is targeted against these religious group . And the clear 

purposes of these actions has terminated the existence of this religious group. 

 

B- Genocide by causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group: 

  

The practices of ISIS fighters against Eyzidi girls and women such as the action of 

using violence , hitting , degrading the Eyzidi girls, women , and children and 

disrespecting their religion and abasing their ethnicity and ancestors as well as taking 

their children away is considered as  mass  genocide by making physical  or 

physiological harm according to article 6/ B of the international criminal court  and 

according to the third article item b of the convention to prohibit mass genocide and 

punish accordingly. This stem from the fact that Eyzidi girls belong to a different 

religion that ISIS has attempted to terminate it. 

And mass genocide  include committing actions that are targeted to specific groups 

for the purpose of destroying specific ethnic or religious groups and these actions may 

include killing members of the group, physical or spiritual harm to the group, 

imposing harsh living conditions on member of the group, prevention of having 

children and taking their children away. And the convention had obliged countries to 

punish anyone who committee these actions before a special court in the country 

where the action of genocide was committed or before an international court which is 

specialized in similar cases. However, Iraq did not oblige with the conditions of the 

                                                           
7
- On the 20

th
 of January 1959, Iraq had acceded to the Convention of mass genocide prevention for the 

year of 1948, which abide countries by it and punish it whether it was conducted in days of peace or 

war, and consider it as a crime according to international law.   
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convention. 

 

C-Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about 

its physical destruction in whole or in part: 

ISIS fighters have deliberately increased the suffering of children who 

accompany their mothers by making them starving and preventing them from 

accessing the proper medical services, moreover, they did not allow pregnant women 

to access health services even during delivery of their babies.  And this action 

according to article 6 item c is considered a mass genocide by deliberately inflicting 

on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction in whole 

or part according to the international criminal court system and article three of the 

convention of punishing and prevention mass genocides. 

  

D- Mass genocide by forcibly transferring children of the group to another 

group: 

ISIS fighters forcibly have transferred children and Eyzidi girls to places that 

were away from their parents purposefully to terrorize them and preventing them from 

getting any help. And this action is being punished according to article 6 items H of 

the international criminal court system and according to article three item c of mass 

genocides punishing and prevention convention, because it is a mass genocide be ISIS 

have transferred children and girls by force who were below 18 years old for the 

purpose of conducting mass genocide. 

 

 2-Crimes against Humanity: 

A – Crime against Humanity by Enslavement: 

  

ISIS fighters group have enslaved Eyzidi girls, women, and children through the 

process of selling them, renting them, endowing them. And this action can be 

considered as crimes against humanity and punished according to the article (1/7-b) 

from the international criminal court system. 

 

B- Crimes against Humanity BY imprisonment and sever deprivation of physical 

liberty: 

ISIS fighters have deliberately imprisoned Eyzidi girls, women and children at 

prisons or houses and rooms which were owned by them. And this action is 

considered as crime against humanity according to article (1/7- E) of the international 

criminal court system because ISIS groups have imprisoned Eyzidi girls and women 

under sever conditions which are considered as violation of the  major laws of 

international law as  well depriving of food and water, as well as medical services . 

 

 

 

C- Crimes against Humanity by Rape:  

ISIS fighters have raped Eyzidi girls and women under the use of threats and 

force. And this was under attacks that were conducted on civilian, and the criminals 

committed their actions purposefully. And raping is a crime according to the article 
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(1/7-Z-1)of the international criminal system. And these crimes can be considered as 

war crimes by rape according to the article (2/8-6-1) of the international criminal law 

system because these crimes occurred during armed conflicts. 

 

D- Crimes against Humanity by Sexual Slavery: 

  

ISIS fighters group have treated women as property and forced them to make sex 

under deliberate attacks against Eyzidi civilian. Which is considered as a crime of 

sexual slavery according to the article (1/7-Z-2) from the international criminal law 

system, and it can be considered as a war crime according to the article (8/2-H-

62)according to the law of the international criminal law system because it occurs 

during the armed conflict that was not international. 

 

E- Crime Against Humanity by oppression: 

 

ISIS groups have deprived Eyzidi girls, women, and children severe deprivation of 

their basic rights which was against the international law because of belonging to a 

special religious group who they targeted deliberately for extreme reasons to enslave 

and rape them as well as sexually exploited them. And another form of oppression 

that was practiced against Eyzidi girls, women, and children is forcing them to change 

their religion, practice Islamic rituals, read Quran under use of force. All ISIS actions 

are considered a crime against humanity by oppressing Azeedi girls and women and 

punished according to the article (7/1-G) of the international criminal court system. 

 

3- Human Trafficking Crime:   
ISIS groups have kidnapped Eyzidi  girls,  women, and children and transfer 

them by force from their residential areas to another cities under the use of force for 

the purpose of enslavement, sexual slavery, and forced labor which can be considered 

as human trafficking crime according to definition of article (3) which is related to 

prohibition ,prevention , and punishment of human trafficking ,particularly women 

and children which is complemented the United Nation convention to combat 

organized crime for the year 2000. 

 

4-Forced Labor: 

 
ISIS groups have forced Eyzidi girls and women to work at their farms and 

their houses because the victims did the job involuntarily under the threat of force and 

was not paid job. Consequently, their actions are considered forced labor that is 

prohibited internationally according to definition of article (1/2)of the international 

labor agreement numbered (29) related to forced labor for the year 1920
8 

 

                                                           
8-Iraq has ratified the convention of preventing forced labor according to law numbered 60 for the year 

1962, which defined forced labor (forced labor as service or work that is conducted involuntary and 

without any payment.  
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 All the practices mentioned above is considered  as sever violations for the rules of 

protection civilian stated  at Fourth Geneva Convention regarding  protection of 

civilians during war for the year 1949 which was stated at article (3) provision of 

minimum protection limit in case of armed conflict  has not international impress for 

individuals who are not involved directly with aggressive actions, and stated that 

civilians should be treated with dignity without any  discrimination based on 

ethnicity, color, religion, believe, gender, or any other standards. And prohibit 

committing actions that trespass on physical safety and life, particularly killing at any 

type and deformation, as well as violent treatment and torture, and taking hostages, 

and harm dignity particularly inhuman treatment against civilians. Moreover, article 

(27) of the agreement has stated that all protected individuals under terms of this 

agreement have the right to respect their dignity, family rights, religious beliefs, 

traditions against and treated with dignity against any form of violence and the threat 

or abuse. Not to mention that women should be protected from any abuse and rape in 

particular or forced prostitution and protection. 

 

Third Pillar: The Local and Legal Situation for Crimes:  
Despite the fact that Iraq has joined the fourth Geneva Conventions including the one 

that is related to protection of civilians at times of war and ratification of the 

convention to prohibit and punish any who commit mass genocide since 1959, 

however, Iraq did not criminalize mass genocide, crimes against humanity, war 

crimes only between 17th of July, 1968 and 1st of May 2003 only according article 1 

item 2 for the law of Iraqi Supreme Criminal Court number (10) for 2005
9
. 

Thus, crimes mentioned above cannot be used to punish mass genocides, 

crimes against humanity, and war crimes which occurred after the 1st of May,2003; 

similarly crimes of ISIS fighters which started in the mid of 2014 and still continuing 

and cannot be criminalized only through the same mechanisms which was used to 

issue the law by legislating similar law for Iraqi Supreme Criminal law.  

Moreover, currently, Iraq did not ratify Rome treaty. Thus the court has no 

jurisdiction on mass genocides and crimes against humanity or even war crimes which 

happened in Iraq
10

. 

Although Iraq did not criminalize mass genocides, crimes against humanity, or 

war crimes and did not ratify the system of the international criminal court, also Iraq 

                                                           
9
-Article (2) of Supreme Iraqi Criminal Law stated the following ( the jurisdiction of the court is 

applied on every normal person whether he or she an Iraqi or resident in Iraq  who found guilty of 

crimes stated in the following articles(11,12,13,14) of this law and specially crimes committed between 

17/7/1968 and 1/5/2003 at Iraq republic . And the crimes are the following A- Mass Genocides B- 

Crime against Humanity C- War Crimes D- Violations of Iraqi laws stated in the article (14) of this 

law. 
10

-The specialty of international criminal courts is excluded on crimes that fall within the regions of 

countries in signed the convention of creating it. And the Security Council can transfer any case to the 

public prosecutor for the court an example is the case of Dafore. For more details, please review the 

book of “Laws Implemented on the Crimes of International Criminal Court” which is published by 

Amina Printing House – Amman- 2013- Page 78 and 79. 
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does not criminalize enslavement. However, ISIS crimes can be traced by the 

following available Iraqi legal texts: 

Terroristic crimes: according to Iraqi combat terrorism law numbered 13 for 

2005which criminalize every action which targets specific individuals, groups, or 

institutions that aim to disorder national security, stability or national unity for 

terrorizing purposes. And these acts include violence acts or threats, kidnapping or 

limiting individual freedoms and these acts punished by death penalty: 

 

1- Kidnapping individual according to article 421,427of Iraqi punishment law and 

the criminal punished by death penalty. 

 

2- Raping crimes: which are punished according to article numbered 393-398 and 

according to Iraqi punishment law numbered111 for 1969 which might reach life 

imprisonment. 

3- Human Trafficking Crime: According to combating Human Trafficking law 

numbered (28) for 2012, according to this law human trafficking law can be 

punished by temporary imprisonment and a fine that reach five million Iraqi 

dinars and not exceed 10 million dinars. 

 

4- Sexual Slavery or prostitution crime by force or cheating: These two crimes are 

punished according to combating prostitution law numbered (8) for 1988 which 

punish on the first crime with imprisonment for ten years and does not exceed 15 

years if the victim was under legal age. And the second crime which is 

prostitution is punished with death penalty according to the decision of Revolution 

Leadership Council numbered 234 for 2001. 

5- Forced labor Crime: This crime is punished by both executed and new labor law 

numbered (35) for 2015 according to article 11 and 9 and the punishment reach 

imprisonment for six months and a fine of one million dinars or both of them. 

6- Forced marriage crime: forced marriages crimes are being punished according to 

article 9 of Iraqi civilian law numbered 188 for 1959 and the modified one which 

the punishment might reach with imprisonment for three years or a fine or one of 

them if the person was relative of first degree, and if the person was not related, 

then punishment might reach imprisonment less than ten years and no more than 

three years.  

7- Stealing crimes: Stealing the property , money, mobiles of the victims are 

considered crimes and punished according to article 442 of Iraqi punishment law 

which punish with imprisonment for a period that does not exceed 15 years. 

 

And till now, Iraq has not criminalized the actions of ISIS groups to change their 

religion or practice Islamic rituals by force. 

 

 

Third Pillar: Recommendations  

 
The Eyzidi organization for Documentation recommends the following  
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First: to United Nations and International Community: 
A- The security council needs to study violation cases which Eyzidis have 

experienced to it as well as other ethnic and religious minorities, and considered 

as international crimes and transfer their cases to international criminal court to 

investigate these crimes. 

B-  In case objection existed on transferring the case file to international criminal 

court by Security Council. It is imperative to establish a special international court 

to view cases of violations crimes which was committed by Islamic Extremist 

Known as ISIS against Eyzidi and other ethnic and religious minorities.  

C-  Providing Humanitarian Assistance, which is targeted to Iraq and particularly 

victims of sexual violence of women and girls as well as improving the quality of 

services provided to them. 

D-  Supporting Eyzidi Civil society organization through empowering them to 

provide services and respond to the needs of victims of sexual violence because 

Eyzidi Organizations have experience identifying the needs of their community. 

E- Make all the needed procedures to make the day of violations that was committed 

against Eyzidi Girls and women as a national memorial to honor victims of the 

crime. 

 

Second: Recommendations to Federal Government: 
 

A- Iraq should ratify and join Rome Treaty for International Criminal Court as soon 

as possible. 

B- Iraq needs to accept the principality of jurisdictional court regarding specific 

conditions that Iraq may face according to article 12 item F of Rome treaty. 

C- Issuing a legislation to criminalize human right violations that Eyzidi community 

has suffered from it and establish a special court to investigate these crimes as 

well as providing all needed resources and capacities so it will start its mission. 

D- Incorporating new legal text in the Iraqi criminal law which criminalizes the 

action of mass genocides. Crimes against humanity, as well as war crimes by 

Article 73/ 1 of Iraqi constitution for 2005. 

E- Iraqi public prosecutor and judgeship should conduct transparent investigations 

regarding crimes that were conducted against Eyzidi girls and women by ISIS 

groups and submit periodic reports to raise awareness of public on the brutality of 

these violations against Eyzidi women and girls. 

F-  Search for the missing Eyzidi girls and Women and determine their fate and help 

the ones that are still in hands of ISIS 

G-  conduct hearing sessions for victims before parliament and its specialized to 

identify the harm that suffered from on hands of ISIS  and considered issuing 

policies that both support them physiologically and remunerate them for  the 

damage that they have experienced  

H- committees Considering the crime of enslavement, sexual slavery, and rape as 

genocides. 
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I- Establishing special funding to support Eyzidi girls and women who were victims 

of ISIs and re integrate them back into the community. 

J-  Taking in consideration that any national reconciliation the honor of Eyzidi girls 

and women who faced the most brutal crimes against them by ISIS groups 

K-  improving the deteriorated humanitarian conditions for  Eyzidi girls and women 

who are victims of violence by ISIS groups to alleviate their suffering 

  

third:  Recommendations to Kurdistan Regional Government 

  
A- Take quick actions to save Eyzidi women and girls by Peshmerga and Asayesh 

forces at areas existed under the control of ISIS groups at Talafer and Mousel as 

well as Syrian lands. 

B-  Submitting anyone who was involved with ISIS groups and caused hard to 

innocent civilian before the justice at Kurdistan Regional Government to get fair 

and transparent trials as well as issuing periodic reports on this trail to make 

public opinion aware of the brutal violations that were conducted by these 

terrorist groups. 

C-  Conducting hearing session for victims of ISIS groups before Kurdistan 

parliament and Iraq parliament to provide all kinds of social, economic, and 

physiological support for victims of ISIS groups. 

D- Conduct initiatives to promote the fact that brutal human right violations was 

practiced against Eyzidi  and should be considered as war crimes,  mass 

genocides, a crime against humanity at international and regional community.  

E-  Increasing technical, logistic, and financial support for the special office which 

belongs to Kurdistan presidency which handles only cases of Eyzidi women and 

girls who were kidnapped by ISIS groups.  

 

Forth:Recommendations to Civil Society and Media: 

  
a- Designing and implementing special programs to rehabilitate  girls and 

women who are victims of ISIS groups  

b- Adopting a strategy to provide media support on both levels nationally and 

internationally to Eyzidi victims of ISIS groups and document their stories and 

the violations which they have suffered from it , and shed the light on it and 

steer public opinion on it.   


